The Humac Norm is the latest product from CSMI in the isokinetic range. Offering unparalleled set up options on the smallest footprint the Norm offers the best features of 30 years of development. With state of the art software utilizing the power of latest computer designs. The Norm truly offers flexibility combined with usability. To see the key features press here.

All of the Norms key functions can be seen in the videos on this site. Simply select an option from the right hand menu. The site has been split into smaller sections. The software section shows you how to use the Humac software on the Norm. It encompasses all of the software options from: Simply switching it on, right through to creating your own protocols and feedback options. It also includes how to read the reports. All of the advanced features are covered in easy to watch videos. The hardware section covers the basic actions of the machine like moving and using the mechanical stops and positioning the chair and dynamometer. Adaptors and stabilizers shows how to attach, and use, all of the most commonly used adaptors and stabilizers on the Norm. The positioning section includes how to set up all of the most
commonly used positions. From the ankle up to the shoulder through to the advanced options of the closed chain unit and trunk TMC module. The Full Tests section includes the software, hardware and interpretation of results this section includes commonly used tests and exercises and expands all the time. Other videos includes the advanced software functions including the settings menus, researchers toolkit and group screening modules.